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Chapter 1:
A Matter of Time
One of the hardest things to grasp with regard to earth’s
history is the time span involved. The many millions, even billions,
of years associated with geological periods defy comprehension
because they so vastly exceed the time-frame we personally
experience. It’s also not easy to remember the names and
chronology of geological Eras, Periods, and Epochs unless one is
an expert in the field.
In an attempt to improve our perception of geologic time
and associated events, this chapter separates them into five
Exhibits. Starting with the big picture in Exhibit 1, each succeeding
Exhibit expands on the more modern and seemingly least
significant geologic period at the very top of the previous Exhibit.
These exhibits have brief notes (on the right) that point out
salient events or conditions at the corresponding geological time
(on the left). Geologic times are indicated both by name and by
number of years past. All such numbers represent time in millions
of years ago (unless otherwise indicated).
By comparison, the times often used in history books
employ the BC or AD notations, because time zero is based on the
birth of Christ; a roughly two-thousand-year difference. Except for
Exhibit 5, this distinction is actually inconsequential when looking
back millions of years.
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The timelines selected for “Salient Features of the Time”
are based on numerous technical sources, primarily extracted
from on-line technical papers and blogs related to the various
subjects, as well as from Encyclopedia Britannica and Wikipedia.
Not all of these sources agree with each other, hence some
judgement was required as to which times to select. Typically,
preference was given to the more recent findings or those
deemed more technically confirmed.
Nor was there universal agreement on the start and end
times of the geological periods, and even the names of these
periods sometimes differ. For example, the same Ice Age is
referenced by a different name depending on whether the source
is European or American. New geologic periods are also
sometimes proposed…there is a current movement afoot to
rename the latest part of the Holocene the “Anthropocene”
Period, which is intended to mark the beginning of significant
human influence on ecosystems, climate, and geology.
Scientists deduce the nature and time of prehistoric events
and geological conditions from: a) direct evidence, e.g., fossils,
buried structures, artifacts, and rock, soil, or ice conditions; and b)
indirect or proxy evidence, e.g., tree rings, chemical isotope ratios,
coral makeup, and pollen constituents. Solid theories have
developed based on such evidence, but conflicting new
information, or new interpretation of old information, often
shakeup established concepts.
Of course, many events have gone unnoticed simply
because no evidence is available. Sometimes, it becomes
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necessary to theorize such events must have happened based on
an obvious missing connection between one event and another.
In other words, something is hypothesized to have happened in
order to get from an earlier condition to a later condition, even
though there is absolutely no direct or proxy evidence of the
intervening event.
With the preceding notes in mind, let’s now delve into the
history as we know it by browsing through the following five
Exhibits. These are best read from the bottom up in order to
follow the chronological sequence from one Exhibit to the next.
The listed events are necessarily concise so that the remarkable
transition of our world from a ball of molten rock to modern times
can be encompassed in one sitting. You’ll read many interesting
facts, some of which will simply refresh your memory while others
will be completely new.
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From the foregoing time spans and related events, we can
begin to comprehend how unique our planet’s evolutionary
process really is. It also underscores the enormous time span that
preceded the dawning of mankind.
We’ll next explore the dynamic nature of the earth’s
geology and geography starting around the time marine animals
(fish, sponges, worms) were first becoming major players in the
world’s oceans.
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Chapter 4:
Fins to Feet
The evolution of fish to land animals and ultimately to
humans, holds a deserved fascination for most of us. After all, it’s
a seemingly miraculous breakthrough given the remarkable
changes needed for this feat.
It’s been depicted, cartoon style, as a simple stroll out of
the water by a funny-looking fish on four fin-looking legs. Of
course, we know there is a lot more to the story, starting with the
question: what was the incentive to do so? The metamorphosis
took place only because it offered some advantage for survival. In
this case, there were likely the usual three drivers: 1) predator
avoidance; 2) improved food supply; and 3) better environmental
conditions.
The urge to leave the water habitat evidently started in
more than one global location and by at least two different animal
species because there are fossil “footprints” on land of both
centipedes and 4-legged amphibians. The centipede descended
from marine arthropods (the forerunners of our current
millipedes, spiders, insects, and shrimp, for example), while the
amphibian descended from lobe-finned fish, or Sarcopterygii, (the
forerunners of all reptiles, birds, and mammals).
Some of the adaptations needed for terrestrial living were
already accomplished, or were well underway, in Sarcopterygii
long before the first step of becoming an amphibian actually took
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place. One example of this is the proto-amphibian’s relatively big
eyes, unlike those of fish. Larger eyes are more effective in air than
underwater for providing a much farther range of vision. Not only
were the eyes bigger, they’d also moved up from their usual
location on the side of the head to the top of the head. Located
there, it was easier to see above the water surface and view their
surroundings for prey or predators.
The proto-amphibians also had fish fins, but these were the
more robust, lobe-shaped fins rather than the more delicate “rayfins” seen to this day on most fish. Originally, these bottomfeeding fish probably used their four fins more like legs to slowly
move about while navigating shallow water looking for food.
Some began the process of developing what eventually became
necks, giving their head more mobility to snatch prey. The mouth
already had teeth, but a more flexible tongue evolved to help
ingesting food.
It turns out that the all-important ability to breathe air had
also developed in some early fish, like the ancestors of the
currently living three Lungfish species. The need for getting
oxygen from the air rather than their normal habitat speaks poorly
for water quality in the shallow-water areas these fish called
home. Also, at the time lungs evolved, some 400 million years ago,
the oxygen level in the atmosphere was very high, upwards of
30%. These factors apparently favored the pivotal evolution from
gills to lungs.
With all these great modifications already available for
occupying a terrestrial habitat, what else was needed to seal the
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deal? For one thing, the bones in the body needed strengthening
to support the added weight when out of water, and also some
reconfiguration (flattening) of rib cages helped to distribute
weight better when laying on its belly.
The leg bones, evolving from lobe-fins, also became relocated more under the body to better raise the belly off-ground
when walking. The characteristic 4-fin configuration of these fish
carried over into the 4-leg arrangement of their land-based
descendants.
Interestingly, the bone structure typical of a lobe-fin was
also retained, giving legs the single upper bone (femur), the
double lower bone (fibula and tibia), and the transition bones
(ankle) leading to five or more digits (toes). The fin’s original pivot
joints, now a hip or shoulder joint, was also strengthened. The
joint that connected upper and lower parts of the legs became
flexible enough to become a rudimentary knee.
Another major adjustment made to amphibians was loss of
its earlier fish scales, leaving only the thin skin. A modest amount
of oxygen and CO2 exchange was actually possible through the
skin…either in or out of water. This gave them an ability to seek
refuge underwater for extended time despite normally breathing
with their lungs. (Several current salamander species have neither
lungs nor gills, and “breathe” exclusively through their thin skin!)
Several downsides to thin skin are that it is susceptible to
injury, it doesn’t block environmental toxins very well, and it also
makes the “wearer” susceptible to dehydration when out of
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water. This dehydration issue, along with still having to lay their
soft-shelled eggs in water, greatly restricted these amphibians’
range of habitability…proximity to water was obviously essential.
The amphibians’ evolutionary descendants, the reptiles,
actually reverted back to scales and thick skins that greatly
lessened their dependence on a water environment. They further
underscored that independence by laying hard-shelled or leathery
coated eggs on land, a critically important development. These
two defining characteristics markedly expanded the reptiles’
range of survivable environments, all the way from aquatic to arid
desert.
Reptiles also evolved more robust lungs and legs than their
amphibian predecessors, which gave them more stamina to roam
for food. They also had larger brains which increased their sensory
development (sight, smell, hearing) and improved their hunting
skills.
Some small reptiles (e.g., geckos) developed specialized
skin on their feet to enable them to cling to vertical surfaces by
means of molecular attraction of the foot and wall! At the same
time, this force has to be voluntarily broken in order to move their
feet when walking…a truly remarkable adaptation.
Reptiles also successfully returned to the sea even though
they had evolved lungs and had to breathe air just like whales.
These marine reptiles were especially prominent during the Age
of Dinosaurs. Plesiosaurs, for example, were a huge predator, but
most lizards suffered the same fate as their cousins, the dinosaurs.
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Only a few aquatic reptiles now survive, such as crocodiles, sea
turtles, and sea snakes.
Reptiles, like amphibians, were not well-adapted to cold
environments because they were ectothermic, or “cold-blooded”
so their body temperature varied with the environmental
temperature. This handicapped their performance on land in high
mountainous terrain or polar regions. But, aside from that, their
hibernating skills afforded them a wide seasonal environmental
range. This adaptability enabled them to evolve into many more
variants, eventually developing into all the species of dinosaurs
and birds.
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